Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting  
Oct 10, 10:30 – 12pm via Zoom

Present: Rob Turner (Substitute Chair), Stefanie Iverson Cabral, Natasha Merchant, Yusuf Pisan

Guests: Carrie Tzou, Veronica McGowan, Pam Lundquist, Cinnamon Hillyard, Pam Lundquist, Rachael Gilchrist

Curriculum Reviewed:

B EDUC 2XX
HOW EARTH, SUN, AND MOON SYSTEMS SHAPE HUMAN AND ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES THROUGH DIFFERENT SCALES OF TIME

CCASC Recommendations: The School of Education and the proposing faculty need to complete and submit a Course Application Supplement for Diversity Designation form, add some justification language for NS designation in Kuali, and indicate in syllabi how the lab sections will be scheduled during the week for both courses.

CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

B EDUC 2XX
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FOR AN ETHICAL AND JUST SOCIETY

CCASC Recommendations: The School of Education and the proposing faculty need to complete and submit a Course Application Supplement for Diversity Designation form, add some justification language for NS designation in Kuali, and indicate in syllabi how the lab sections will be scheduled during the week for both courses.

CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

BIS 290
RESEARCH IN ACTION

CCASC Recommendations:

CCASC Decision: APPROVED

BIS 368
WOMEN’S LIVES IN CONTEXT

CCASC Recommendations:

CCASC Decision: APPROVED

BIS 406
URBAN PLANNING AND GEOGRAPHY

CCASC Recommendations:

CCASC Decision: APPROVED

BIS 411
NETWORK ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION

CCASC Recommendations: Revise Learning Objectives, note on Kuali the efforts to ensure no overlapping or equivalent courses, and add schedule to syllabus to indicate when topics will be covered and how readings and assignments will be organized to help students achieve the learning objectives.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

BISSTA 304
INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
CCASC Recommendations
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

B E E 427
INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGN WITH FPGAS
CCASC Recommendations: remove requirement for proof of “urgent cases” such as “serious illness or death of a family member” with an “evidential document.”
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 11:00am
Next meeting will be Oct 24, 10:30am-12pm